The spin injection technique is extended to semimetal bismuth samples in a lateral spin valve geometry. We study spin injection, diffusion, and detection in a material system where a small change in sample stoichiometry results in a large change in the electronic and spin dependent transport properties of the nonmagnetic material. Measurements of magnetoresistance, using a magnetic field applied in the sample plane, as well as the Hanle effect, using a field applied perpendicular to the sample plane, are reported. We demonstrate two remarkable results: ͑i͒ a spin diffusion length of 230 m ͑T =2 K͒ in a BiPb sample with temperature dependent resistivity, ͑T͒, which decreases with decreasing T is the longest known value in a thin film; ͑ii͒ the interfacial spin polarization is 10% in BiPb samples with decreasing ͑T͒ and an order of magnitude smaller ͑0.8%͒ in Bi samples where ͑T͒ increases with decreasing T.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the field of spintronics, 1,2 spin transport involving ferromagnetic metals is highly successful in magnetic tunnel junctions ͑MTJs͒ and spin valves, 3, 4 but progress toward a paradigmatic semiconductor device, such as the spin injected field-effect transistor ͑FET͒, 1, 5 has been limited. Spin diffusion lengths in semiconductors are long, 6 but electrical spin injection and detection have been problematic. In a few reports of electrical spin injection and detection in semiconductors, transport effects have remained small 7 but reproducible and convincing. 8 Motivated to seek a new approach to understand the spin transport issues in semiconductors, we have extended the spin injection technique to study a nonmagnetic semimetal. Thin film samples of semimetal bismuth are characterized by a resistivity, ͑T͒, which increases with decreasing temperature T, similar to the behavior of semiconducting films, and form a first sample set. Thin films of dilute BiPb alloy are characterized by ͑T͒ that decreases with decreasing temperature, similar to the behavior of metallic or semimetallic films, and form a second set. Unusually long spin diffusion lengths are observed in all samples. However, the spin diffusion lengths and magnitudes of spin accumulation are very different for the two sample sets, even though the material composition is nearly the same. Our analysis shows that differences in the spin diffusion lengths can be explained by associated differences of resistivity. We also find that the spin polarization of injected current and the magnitude of spin accumulation are relatively small in the first sample set by comparison with the second set.
Bismuth is a group V semimetallic element with a highly anisotropic Fermi surface and unusual transport properties. 9, 10 Transport characteristics are analyzed in a two carrier model, 11 with comparable contributions from both electrons and holes. The carrier densities in bulk Bi are small, n ϳ p Ϸ 3 ϫ 10 17 cm −3 . 12 Holes have effective mass m h ‫ء‬ Ϸ m e , where m e is the free electron mass. Electrons have a lighter effective mass, m e ‫ء‬ Ϸ 0.1m e , and relatively high mobility, e ӷ h . 13 The carrier mean-free paths are quite long, compensating for low carrier density. The room-temperature resistivity is approximately Bi =1ϫ 10 −4 ⍀ cm, roughly 50 times larger than that of most metals, even though the carrier density is smaller by 10 5 . In thin films, the resistivity = e −1 ͑n e + p h ͒ −1 is a competition between carrier densities n and p and mobilities e and h . The densities may depend on temperature and film quality, and the mobilities are very sensitive to the structural imperfections of polycrystalline films, such as grain boundaries. The temperature dependent resistivity ͑T͒ of Bi films may show behavior that is similar to either semiconducting or semimetallic films, with ͑T͒ increasing [13] [14] [15] or decreasing 16 as temperature decreases from 300 to 2 K, respectively. An alloy formed with a small amount of Pb decreases the low temperature resistivity by 1 order of magnitude. Our study uses the Bi 1−x Pb x material system, where x =0 ͑x = 0.05͒ for two sets of thin film samples characterized by ͑T͒ increasing ͑decreasing͒ with decreasing T.
II. EXPERIMENTS AND SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION
The spin injection technique 17 has been used for basic research on spin dependent transport in metals for two decades and has recently seen renewed interest in the study of mesoscopic structures. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] The resistance change ⌬R =2IR S in a spin injection structure derives from spin accumulation M , a nonequilibrium population of spin polarized carriers. A ferromagnetic electrode F1 with magnetization M1 injects polarized carriers into nonmagnetic sample N and develops spin accumulation, which is detected as a voltage V with a second ferromagnetic electrode F2 having magnetization M2 ͓refer to Fig. 1͑a͔͒ . A hallmark of the technique is the Hanle effect, where M1 and M2 remain parallel, a magnetic field H is applied perpendicular to the axes of the injected spins ͓x or z axes in Fig. 1͑a͔͒ , the carriers precess as they diffuse, and analysis of the measured line shape V͑H͒ gives the magnitude of spin accumulation ͑and spin injection efficiency͒ and the transverse spin relaxation time, T 2 . The Hanle effect was first demonstrated with a bulk Al sample 17 and has been observed in thin film samples of Nb, 24 Cu, 18 and n-doped GaAs. 8 In most thin film samples, the effect is undetected because of high resistivity or high spin-orbit interaction. [19] [20] [21] [22] A second more common technique is to apply H along the uniaxial anisotropy axis of F1 and F2 ͓y axis in Fig. 1͑a͔͒ in order to manipulate M1 and M2 between parallel and antiparallel configurations. The V͑H͒ magnetoresistance ͑MR͒ data show dips, when M1 and M2 are antiparallel, having depth proportional to M . The spin diffusion length, ␦ s = ͱ D s ͑where s is the mean spin lifetime and includes both transverse, T 2 , and longitudinal, T 1 , relaxation times 8 ͒, is determined from measurements on several devices having different separations L between injector and detector. Our study uses both the Hanle effect and MR measurements.
Spin injection studies often use a lateral spin valve structure. 17, 25 In order to achieve high quality samples with reproducible resistivities, our films are relatively thick, d Ϸ 9 m. The N wire was patterned by photolithography and lift-off using a 15 m thick photoresist, and w is necessarily wide, w = 0.5 mm ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. Our lateral spin valve samples therefore have the two-dimensional ͑d Ӷ ␦ s ͒ geometry shown in Fig. 1͑c͒ . Bias current I is injected through F1 at a point x = 0 on the top edge of N and is grounded at the left end. The spin accumulation M , depicted in Fig. 1͑c͒ with darker shading, ͑red online͒ diffuses radially from the injector and the magnitude decays exponentially with increasing distance L. An array of ferromagnetic detectors ͑F2͒ is fabricated with spacing L x , as shown in the micrograph in Fig. 1͑b͒ .
Quantitatively, the voltage IR S is found to be 24
where the injector ͑detector͒ has polarization 1 ͑ 2 ͒, the spacing L is small, L Ӷ ␦ s , N͑E F ͒ is the density of states at the Fermi level of N, and V is the approximate sample volume occupied by M . Using an Einstein relation and a free electron expression, Eq. ͑1͒ can be written as
for the case of a simple metal. When L is comparable with, or larger than, ␦ s , the exponential decay term appears explicitly, 24
Since I flows to ground at the left end, the portion of the sample to the right of the injector is approximately equipotential in the nonlocal geometry. 25, 26 Small portions of I flow along +x for x Ͼ 0 at the top edge of N, curve along −ŷ, and then flow along −x near the bottom edge. These small currents result in voltages V͑x Ͼ 0; y =0,−w͒ that differ from the voltage at the right end of N and appear as a small baseline resistance, R B , in the measurements. Measured values of R B fit well to an analytic calculation, 26 thereby justifying the use of the two-dimensional model.
The 10 m wide injector F1͑Co 0.84 Fe 0.16 ͒ and detector F2͑Ni 0.81 Fe 0.19 ͒ are designed to exhibit distinct switching fields because of differing intrinsic coercivities and magnetic anisotropies ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. The 25 nm thick F1 and F2 electrodes were deposited on a SiO 2 substrate by dc magnetron sputtering. Any oxidation on the tops of F1 or F2 was removed by an Ar + plasma etching process prior to deposition of the N material. The resulting F / N interface resistance is too small to measure. Since the resistance per square of F is much larger than that of N, injection and detection can be assumed to occur at points near the edges of N, an assumption that is justified by detailed fits to the measured baseline resistances. 26 As a consequence, detectors located on the top samples, Bi ͑20͒ representing set 1 and BiPb ͑1͒ representing set 2, are shown in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒, respectively. Resistivity values at room temperature are quite comparable, Bi = 1.8 m⍀ cm and BiPb = 1.26 m⍀ cm. The resistivity of the Bi sample increases by a factor of about 4.2 as T decreases to 2 K, whereas ͑T͒ of BiPb decreases by a factor of 2.8 over the sample temperature range.
An analysis of the character of our samples in a two carrier model 11 would require temperature dependent resistivity, Hall effect, ordinary magnetoresistance, and thermoelectric measurements. Our patterned samples were susceptible to thermally induced stress and did not survive more than a few cryogenic cycles. We report spin injection data that were reproducible in two or more separate cryogenic runs but were unable to perform measurements of ordinary magnetoresistance and thermoelectric properties. However, resistivity and Hall coefficient measurements can be discussed in some detail. The results of these measurements indicate that both electrons and holes contribute to charge transport in both sample sets.
The resistivity of sample Bi ͑20͒, typical of two samples in set 1 and shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ , increases with decreasing T with a change in slope at about T = 60 K. This temperature dependence is quite similar to planar polycrystalline films with thickness of 1 -10 m.
13-15 The Hall coefficient, R H , was measured in fields H Ͻ 1 T and is negative at all temperatures. The sign and magnitude of R H can be compared with values for a film with similar ͑T͒. For example, at T = 100 K, R H ͑100 K͒ = −4.6ϫ 10 −7 m 3 / C is comparable with R H measured on a planar sputtered film of comparable thickness, R H ͑66 K͒ = −2.7ϫ 10 −7 m 3 / C. 13 The sign of R H indicates that electrons dominate transport, but it is not certain whether this is a result of higher density or higher mobility. The increase in the magnitude of R H by a factor of 2 between 10 and 2 K may be anomalous or may represent a decrease in carrier density, n =1/ ͑eR H ͒. Figure 2͑b͒ presents the resistivity of BiPb ͑1͒, representative of three Bi 0.95 Pb 0.05 samples in set 2, in a semilogarithmic plot. A small hump appears at about T = 220 K and a knee appears at about T = 10 K, features that reproduced in all three samples. Quantitatively, the resistivity of sample BiPb ͑4͒ drops about 30% over the first decade ͑300-20 K͒ and then falls by 25% over the next decade ͑20-2 K͒. By comparison, the resistivity of sample BiPb ͑1͒ ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ drops about 20% over the first decade ͑300-20 K͒ and then falls by 50% over the next decade ͑20-2 K͒. The resistivity at T =5 K, ͑5 K͒ = 0.8 m⍀ cm, is a reasonable value, roughly comparable with the resistivity of a high quality polycrystalline semimetallic film of similar thickness. 27 The Hall coefficient is positive at all temperatures. The sign and magnitude of R H can be compared with values for a film with similar ͑T͒. For example, at T = 220 K, R H ͑220 K͒ = 1.1 ϫ 10 −7 m 3 / C is comparable with R H measured on a single crystal film with thickness of 1.48 m, R H ͑225 K͒ = 1.5 ϫ 10 −7 m 3 / C. 16 The sign of R H indicates that holes dominate transport. The magnitude of R H decreases by a factor of 10 between T =10 and 2 K.
III. RESULTS
First discussing in-plane MR measurements, voltages are recorded as an external field H is swept along the y axis ͓refer to Fig. 1͑a͔͒ . As part of our experimental methodology, the two-probe resistance of one of the ferromagnetic electrodes is recorded simultaneously with the spin accumulation data. An example of the direct measurement of the anisotropic magnetoresistance ͑AMR͒ of F1 is shown as the hysteretic dotted traces in Fig. 3 . A hysteresis loop for M1 is derived from the AMR traces and is shown with solid lines. The AMR of F2 was also measured ͑Fig. 3, inset͒. A feature in the nonlocal data that is associated with spin accumulation must occur when M1 and M2 are antiparallel. The anticipated shape, shown with the light solid lines ͑right-hand axis͒ in Fig. 4 , can be derived by comparing the hysteresis loops for F1 and F2.
An example of spin injection, accumulation, and detection in a Bi film ͑set 1͒ is shown in Fig. 4 . Examples of data for BiPb are shown in Fig. 5 and in the inset of Fig. 6 . These data are quite similar to the traces in Fig. 4 but the magnitude of the dips is much larger. At the same separation and temperature ͑L =30 m, T =2 K͒, the dips in BiPb ͑1͒ are about 30 times larger than those in Bi ͑26͒. All data sets show good qualitative agreement with the expected shape of a spin accumulation effect as derived from AMR data ͑refer to An example of the Hanle effect is shown with the data of Fig. 6 . A large field, H y Ͼ 500 Oe, is applied along the y axis ͓refer to Fig. 1͑a͔͒ in order to align both magnetizations M1 and M2 along +ŷ. After the field is reduced to zero, M1 and M2 remain approximately parallel in a remanent state. The voltage is then recorded as H x is swept along the x axis. The asymmetric shape is characteristic of the Hanle effect when magnetizations M1 and M2 are not coplanar in the substrate plane. The solid line is a fit to the Bloch equations with a diffusion term. 25 The independent fitting parameters are ͑1 / ␥T 2 ͒ = 30 Oe, ␦ s =37 m, an amplitude factor discussed below, and the angle between M1 and M2. By using the optimum combination of absorptive and dispersive contributions, 25 we find = 42°. It is likely that M2, composed of magnetically soft Ni 0.81 Fe 0.19 , lies along y. It is also likely that a few monolayers of Co oxidized at the substrate surface. Exchange coupling between Co 0.84 Fe 0.16 could then result in a wide hysteresis loop ͑Fig. 3͒ along with a magnetization M1 tilting upward toward ẑ.
Comparing Hanle effect data at T = 10 K, BiPb ͑4͒, with MR data at 2 K, BiPb ͑1͒, we note that ␦ s is shown to be sensitive to T, diminishing by a factor of 6 when T is increased from 2 to 10 K. The decrease in ␦ s ͑T͒ as T increases, for BiPb, is not simply related to an increase in resistivity. In
Bi ͑20͒, we find ␦ s =70 m for a film with ͑2 K͒ = 7.5 m⍀ cm. By contrast, we find ␦ s =39 m in BiPb ͑4͒, a film with lower resistivity ͑10 K͒ = 1.0 m⍀ cm. This implies that ␦ s is sensitive to both material composition and temperature.
IV. DISCUSSION
We begin by noting that the spin diffusion lengths in both sample set 1, Bi films with semiconductorlike ͑T͒, and sample set 2, BiPb films characterized by semimetal-like ͑T͒, are extraordinarily long. To our knowledge, ␦ s,BiPb = 230Ϯ 30 m is the longest spin diffusion length observed in any thin film sample. Our ͑T͒ and R H ͑T͒ measurements indicate that both electrons and holes contribute to charge and therefore spin and transport in both Bi and BiPb sample sets. These long spin diffusion lengths are undoubtedly related to the unusual transport properties of bismuth, but we know of no theory for spin dependent transport in group V materials.
Further analysis is instructive, and we compare data for Bi and BiPb samples at constant temperature, T = 2 K. Using While differences in the spin diffusion length may be explained by differing resistivities of the materials, the reasons why av is 1 order of magnitude smaller for samples in set 1 are not clear but do not involve "resistance mismatch." 28 In the limit of zero interface resistance, the mismatch factor is 29 
MЈ
where r n ͑r f ͒ is the resistance of a length of a material equal to a spin depth in N ͑F͒, p f is the fractional spin polarization in the bulk of F, and the observed polarization crossing the interface is the diminished value Ј= ͑1+ MЈ͒ −1 . Using p f =25 ⍀ cm, ␦ s,f = 15 nm, 22 and p f = 0.5, the mismatch factors are found to be M BiPb Ј = 2.3ϫ 10 5 for BiPb and M Bi Ј = 7.8ϫ 10 5 for Bi. These values are so large as to prohibit spin injection and detection entirely, and the observation of robust spin injection in four samples proves that the simple resistance mismatch model 28 is not relevant. 29 In summary, we have measured spin injection, accumulation, and detection in samples of very similar materials, but three samples have temperature dependent resistivity characterized by semimetallic behavior and two others have ͑T͒ that show semiconducting behavior. The spin diffusion lengths are extraordinarily long; the value ␦ s,BiPb = 230 m is the longest spin depth observed in any thin film. The different values at constant temperature, ␦ s,BiPb ϳ 3 ϫ ␦ s,Bi , can be explained by differences of resistivity and carrier diffusivity. However, an understanding of the origin of these long spin diffusion lengths requires a theory for spin dependent transport in semimetals. Such an understanding may offer another approach to the development of long spin diffusion lengths in other materials. We have further discovered that the fractional efficiency of spin injection/detection in Bi samples with semiconductorlike ͑T͒ is quite small, much less than the efficiency in nearly identical samples with semimetal-like ͑T͒. It can be noted that the interfacial spin transport efficiencies of injector and detector are assumed to be the same in nonmagnetic metal samples. 17 However, spin injected light emitting diodes ͑LEDs͒ show high fractional polarization for electrical injection from ferromagnetic metal electrodes. 30 It may follow that electrical detection is asymmetric and has low efficiency. Furthermore, the effective mass is different for carriers in metals and semiconductors, and changes in the carrier wave function, as the electrons cross the interface from metallic F to semiconductor N, may not conserve spin.
